
Run No: 2019 

Date: 11-Jun-2017 

Venue: Red Cow, Chrishall 

Hares:  Horney & Sox Maniac 

Scribe: Muthatuka 

And so we gathered, with no GM, or RA in sight, but we had a Beer Master so 
all was well – and God looked down and saw it was good.. and blessed us with 
sunshine.  
We were joined by a wandering GM from Thailand, - Flash Git, and a returner 
from the Phillipiness, Shit Retainer.   While we pasty English glowed and burnt 
in the sun, the visitors were noticeably wrapped up, as apparently this was 
colder than winter temperatures where they reside.  
 
In the fastness of the pub carpark, our virgin (! Phuc that was a few years ago) 
hares explained the routeing, the signage, the hazards etc. to a bemused 
audience- this sounded like real running, and everbody knew you always 
followed Blowback, never followed Klinger, stayed away from Nettles, and that 
was it really.   
How wrong they were!  
No sooner had we started then there was a mutter.. ‘hes gone the wrong way! 
We usually go to the church first, mutter mutter..    And so the countryside 
unfolded before us, as we ran long check backs, buggered about in ‘’’’’’ Wood, 
and in one case let the dog do the checking. – he was spot on too 
There were at least 4 big checks, with your faithfull scribe running the wrong 
way on two of them, before remembering the Blowback rule, and was proved 
right. 
On the forth check, Titanic decreed that the trail could not possibly go into 
the woods, and the dog didn’t like it.  
 
We saw Horses, molested without shame by Papz, who was also fined for it 
without shame.. 
At one stage the walkers managed to separate themselves from Denuta, and 
Ohlala, who where eventually found trapped in a churchyard long after the 
circle had been completed. 
 
Fines: were: 

- Big Swinger fined Papperazi  - Horse molesting. 
- Virgin runners ( Well nearly anyway )  Checkpoint, and Pedro. So fined as they 

walked right across a backcheck symbol, while engrossed in discussing the 
Stockmarket, Trump, or some other momentous event. 

- Our guests each were fined for being guests, naturally, with FlashGit slinging 
a few back at the pack for good measure. 

- Kermit was fined for having a ‘Bleeding Obvious’ Moment, horses featuring 
again apparently, 

But the Crème’ moment was for Googly, who was celebrating his 600th run! 
Googly, who although begged not to, disrobed to skin, and donned his 
fleece in the simmering heat.    



 
And so, we were on the piss! 

 


